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“Falseness Reigns in Every Flock”:
Literacy and Eschatological Discourse
in the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381
Tison Pugh
University of Central Florida

he literature of the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, a miscellany of fourteenth-century poetry and prose penned before, during, and after
the insurrection, often stresses the importance of literacy to the
nonaristocratic population of England. Since literacy was a primary marker
of one’s social status in the stratified society of medieval England, the rise
of literacy in the lower orders pointed to a dramatic change in the prevailing socioeconomic structure.1 In the literature of the revolt, eschatological themes highlight the tensions resulting from this tremendous upheaval
in the traditional estates. The power of literacy is depicted as adumbrating
a new social order free from class division; these themes of revolution are
reinforced by eschatological motifs, including the prevalence of falsehood,
God’s judgment of his enemies, the beginnings of war, and the appearance
of natural disasters such as famine and earthquakes. The eschatological
thematics of the Peasants’ Revolt literature reflect the insurrectionists’
conviction that, unless the inequities of England’s economic caste system
were ameliorated, God’s judgment was at hand; these eschatological
motifs also evince the poets’ concerns with the ideological, political, and
social ramifications of literacy. We can see in these writings a twin concern
with literacy and eschatology predicated upon the spread of dissident
thought and the society’s reaction to these ideas.
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LITERACY IN FOURTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND
Before addressing the literature of the rebellion itself, the literacy of medieval English society should be considered. Throughout the medieval
period, most of the European population was illiterate; however, defining
1On the dynamics between literacy and social class, see Steven Justice, “Insurgent Literacy,” in Writing and Rebellion: England in 1381 (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1994), and Maurice Keen, “The Spread of Literacy,” in English Society in the Later Middle
Ages: 1348–1500 (London: Penguin, 1990). Janet Coleman, Medieval Readers and Writers
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1981), is another excellent source.
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and quantifying this illiteracy is difficult because of the polyglot nature of
European society with Latin and the vernacular tongues. Because Latin
was the language of medieval government and administration, the vernacular was becoming increasingly important as a means of expressing dissent
with the reigning power structures. Franz Bäuml offers a paradigm of literacy which underscores the complexity of defining literacy in a multilingual society such as fourteenth-century England. In such an environment,
the range of a person’s fluency with language would include that of “the
fully literate, that of the individual who must rely on the literacy of another
for access to written transmission, and that of the illiterate without need or
means of such reliance.”2 Medieval literacy, therefore, in terms of individual and personal comprehension of written documents, is virtually impossible to quantify with any validity because the people of the culture were
accustomed to relying upon one another for their needs in this regard.
Steven Justice thus theorizes a “delegated literacy” in which “the literacy
of one family member could be a delegated literacy for the entire family.”3
Though the difficulties of reconstructing accurate literacy rates for medieval English peasant society may be insurmountable, clear evidence exists
of some kind of literacy among the villeins of the fourteenth century. The
Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 called for a minimum of instruction for
all Christians and thus fostered instruction in the vernacular; in England,
Pecham’s Syllabus of 1281 likewise established a minimum of religious
knowledge of which priests should instruct their parishioners. Furthermore, Justice observes both that “the feudal custom that required the
lord’s consent before a villein family could send a son for formal schooling
would have been pointless unless families did conceive that ambition” and
that “the existence of [New College, Oxford] show[s] that there was a
rural…clientele for university education.”4 We can thus conclude that the
medieval peasantry did at least have limited access to education and,
accordingly, to literacy.

2Franz H. Bäuml, “Varieties and Consequences of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy,”
Speculum 55 (1980): 246.
3Justice, Writing and Rebellion, 33. Brian Stock’s concept of the “textual community”
offers another paradigm of medieval literacy in which one person influenced others through
the written word; he affirms that “[w]hat was essential to a textual community was not a
written version of a text, although that was sometimes present, but an individual, who,
having mastered it, then utilized it for reforming a group’s thought and action” (The Implications of Literacy: Written Language and Models of Interpretation in the Eleventh and Twelfth
Centuries [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983], 90). In the monastic world that
Stock describes, however, basic literacy was obviously much more available to the community
members, as opposed to the much higher rates of illiteracy in communities where a delegated
literacy was practiced. Also of interest is M. T. Clanchy’s work on “practical literacy” in From
Memory to Written Record: England, 1066–1307 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1993).
4Justice, Writing and Rebellion, 32.
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The leaders of English villages had greater access than the peasants to
literacy through their familiarity with town record keeping, and it is
important to note that many leaders of the Peasants’ Revolt were also the
leaders of their villages. As Christopher Dyer observes, “every village had
an élite, and it was evidently from this group that the leadership in the
revolt was drawn.”5 Accordingly, Justice’s supposition of a delegated literacy in which one person could read and write for his entire family may
work analogously to a literate town leader who shared the written rebellious sentiments of others dissatisfied with the prevailing order in order to
foment dissension. The elite of the village often held such local offices as
reeve, aletaster, bailiff, juror, and constable, and in such positions they
would inevitably witness and/or participate in the record keeping which
was part of their jobs. Since the leadership of the rebellion was largely
composed of these officeholders who were exposed to literacy, they would
thus have been able to exploit literacy for the spread of revolutionary literature and thought for their cause.6 The written word was available as a
means to erode the aristocratic and religious hegemony of literacy.
That the leaders of the rebellion were able to share these written
works with the insurrectionists does not, however, necessarily indicate that
they were the authors of the works. Who the authors of the rebellion’s
political poems were remains a mystery, and the possibility of ever conclusively establishing authorship for any of them is doubtful. Though the
authors’ identities may be unknown, it is possible to surmise their most
likely position in medieval society. Common themes and phrases between
political poems and homilies suggest a clerical authorship. G. R. Owst
notes that “a highly important point to be noticed about the early satirical
poems is the evidence of homiletic origin which they show in the matter
of style and construction”;7 J.R. Maddicott, building upon Owst’s work,
declares that “[i]f we had to guess at authorship [of the early political
songs], we should on a priori grounds alone, name the clergy.”8 Since radical preachers such as the reform-minded John Ball contributed directly to
the Peasants’ Revolt, the assumption that the authors of these political
5Christopher Dyer, “The Social and Economic Background to the Rural Revolt of
1381,” in The English Rising of 1381, ed. R.H. Hilton and T.H. Aston (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 17.
6I am not suggesting that the majority of the insurrectionists were landowners and
officeholders, as Dyer has persuasively concluded that “most of the rebels were peasants and
artisans” (“Social and Economic Background,” 15). I distinguish between the leadership and
the body of the rebellion in order to draw my conclusions about the role literacy plays in the
rebellious writings.
7G.R. Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Medieval England (New York: Barnes and Noble
Inc., 1966), 225.
8J.R. Maddicott, “Poems of Social Protest in Early Fourteenth-Century England,” in
England in the Fourteenth Century: Proceedings of the 1985 Harlaxton Symposium, W. M.
Ormrod (Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 1986), 134.
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poems were members of the clergy suggests a tradition of radical clerics
writing radical verse. Indeed, the examples of textual interplay between
homilies and political verse supports this contention.9 Consequently,
though no firm conclusions can be drawn from these observations, they
nonetheless “point to a stock of references and catchphrases of both poets
and preachers…which they might put to common critical use.”10 I cannot
prove that the poets of the political songs were preachers, but they certainly shared a common vocabulary based upon biblical teachings which
was easily adaptable to purposes of criticizing social structure and, hence,
inciting rebellion. Furthermore, the eschatological themes present in the
poems, as I will demonstrate, suggest authors quite familiar with biblical
thought and language, which also points toward clerical authors.11 As
Norman Cohn notes of the intersection of political rebellion and Christian
apocalypse, “though…the majority of the insurgents were simply moved
by specific grievances to demand specific reforms, it seems certain that millenarian hopes and aspirations were not altogether lacking.”12
The crucial issue to consider in regard to the nexus of rebellion and
literacy is that the writings make their dramatic claims about peasants’
reading abilities at a time of rebellion. As writing was an activity based
upon education and access to the necessary implements of the task, the
spread of literacy and, consequently, the spread of dissident thought
marked the end of the aristocratic and religious monopoly on the written
word. For example, if we consider the insurrectionary letters of John Ball,
which catalyzed much of the revolt, we see evidence of the widespread
appropriation of radical literacy. Scholars have long questioned the authorship of the six letters attributed to John Ball by the chroniclers Walsingham and Knighton, and Steven Justice cites the Anonimalle Chronicle, the
epistles’ stylistic features, and the differences in dialect to support his contention that the letters were not penned solely by John Ball, but that other
literate participants in the revolt likewise disseminated their radical ideas
through the written word. Though John Ball undoubtedly wrote the
three letters which bear his name, the remaining three letters—whose
stated authors are Jack Miller, Jack Carter, and Jack Trueman (though
these names seem to suggest allegorical figures rather than real people)—
could well have been composed by his confederates. Justice further
9For example, Owst, Literature and Pulpit, documents the use of the satirical phrase
“liouns in halle, and hares in the field” in both Bromyard’s Summa Praedicantium and the
prerebellion protest lyric “The Simonie”; the image of a hunted hare also appears in another
prerebellion piece, “The Song of the Husbandman.”
10Maddicott, “Poems of Social Protest,” 135.
11We cannot be certain, of course, that the authors were practicing clerics, though
anyone writing would at least have had a clerical education.
12Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1970), 203.
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hypothesizes that the letters were broadsides and thus were widely distributed throughout the countryside; in his words, this innovation in the dissemination of ideas represents the evolution of writing into a political
statement: “Writing itself—both the activity and the product—was at issue
in these letters: their composition and copying, recomposition and recopying were so many acts of assertive literacy.”13 The effect which the appropriation of writing brought to the rebels’ cause cannot be overestimated;
this assertive literacy, through every piece of poetry and prose which
argued for the rights of the poor to self-determination, suggested an
incredible transformation of England. Of course, as I have delineated earlier, literacy for the peasants most often centered around a literate person
who could share his or her abilities with others. This combination of rebellion and peasant literacy suggested a vast restructuring of the social order
with apocalyptic implications.
ESCHATOLOGY IN FOURTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND
The eschatological motifs in the writings of the rebellion stress that God’s
damning judgment awaits those unconcerned with assisting the lower
classes. Eschatology, in its broadest sense, concerns the biblical teachings
about last things—“the resurrection of the dead, the Last Judgment, the
end of the world, and the creation of a new one”14—and eschatological
thought is found both in the Old and the New Testaments. The Books of
Amos, Ezekiel, Haggai, Zachariah, and Daniel are all written in the eschatological tradition, as is Isaiah, which stresses the eternal damnation which
awaits God’s enemies: “For behold, the Lord will come in fire, and his
chariots like the stormwind, to render his anger in fury, and his rebuke
with flames of fire. For by fire will the Lord execute judgment, and by his
sword, upon all flesh; and those slain by the Lord shall be many” (66:15–
16). Biblical eschatology clearly attests that, on the Day of Judgment, God
will punish vengefully those who oppose Him. The passage also stresses
that the number of people slain by God will be a large one, that vast multitudes will be killed for their iniquities.
Another prime concern of eschatology is the spread of falsehood. The
Book of Daniel’s eschatological passages graphically stress the appropriate
punishment of purveyors of falsehood who unjustly rule their community,
as in this passage in which the eponymous hero condemns and oversees
the execution of two elders who bore false witness: “And they rose against
the two elders, for out of their own mouths Daniel had convicted them of
bearing false witness; and they did to them as they had wickedly planned
13Justice, Writing and Rebellion, 24.
14William B. Nelson, Jr., “Eschatology,”

in The Oxford Companion to the Bible, ed.
Bruce M. Metzger and Michael D. Coogan (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 192.
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to do to their neighbor; acting in accordance with the law of Moses, they
put them to death. Thus innocent blood was saved that day.”15 In eschatological thought, death is the accepted punishment for those who bear
false witness, as this passage affirms. The poetry of the Peasants’ Revolt
often laments the prevalence of falsehood in contemporary England, and
with this biblical injunction to support them, the economic dissenters
could find biblical sanction for violent action. Though eschatological
thought usually reserves punishment to God’s power, this excerpt from
Daniel suggests that God’s retributive power can at times be employed by
human agents.
This emphasis on falsehood is likewise evident in the eschatology of
the New Testament, in which signs of the end are detailed. The apocalypse
of Matthew presents a litany of portents of the final days: false prophets
(24:5), wars (24:6–7), famines (24:8), earthquakes (24:8), and the persecution of true believers (24:9). The final judgment will mete out everlasting damnation for sinners and eternal reward for the elect, as Matthew
writes that “Then he will answer to them, ‘Truly, I say to you, as you did
it not to one of the least of these, you did it not to me.’ And they will go
away into eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal life” (25:45–
46). John’s apocalyptic letters present the dangers of the Antichrist in
terms of the spread of falseness. In his first letter, John describes the ubiquity of antichrists and how, in essence, the Antichrist is a liar: “Children, it
is the last hour; and as you have heard that antichrist is coming, so now
many antichrists have come; therefore we know that it is the last hour….
Who is the liar but he who denies that Jesus is the Christ? This is the antichrist, he who denies the Father and the Son” (18–22). The antichrist
appears to be both singular and plural, the leader and his followers; the
emphasis, however, bears not upon a final showdown between good and
evil but on the spread of heretical thought. As Robert Fuller observes,
“According to John I, what is to be dreaded about the Antichrist is not the
unleashing of awesome destruction but the fomenting of heresy. This heresy, moreover, did not come from unconverted Jews or Gentiles but from
Christians themselves.”16 The threat of falseness lies in its ability to appear
at any moment; innocent Christians need not only suspect the infidel, but
their own neighbors as well when the end times approach.
Medieval conceptions of eschatological falseness thus often underscore the importance of discovering and exposing untruth and error.
15Daniel 13:61–62; cf. Susanna 61–62. The thirteenth chapter of Daniel in the Vulgate
is also known as the apocryphal Book of Susanna. I refer to it as part of the Book of Daniel,
as it was separated into its own apocryphal book after the Middle Ages. Medieval clerics
would have thus read this passage as part of the Old Testament.
16 Robert C. Fuller, Naming the Antichrist (New York: Oxford University Press,
1995), 17.
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Joachim of Fiore (ca. 1135–1202) concludes that, as Jesus came to save
the world through truth, the Antichrist will come to spread falseness, and,
thus, the vigilant Christian must beware of heretical error:
Ut ergo Christus Iesus venit in signis veris et tamen palliatus et
occultus ob similitudinem carnis peccati, ita ut vix a paucis
agnosceretur quod ipse esset Christus: ita rex iste septimus venturus est in signis mendacibus et tamen occultus et palliatus ob
similitudinem spiritualis iustitie, adeo ut vix pauci sint qui possint
illum agnoscere quod ipse sit Antichristus: propter quod si fieri
possit in errorem etiam ducentur electi.
[So, therefore, as Jesus Christ came in true signs, even though
cloaked and hidden on account of the similitude of sinful flesh, so
that it was scarcely acknowledged by a few that he was the Christ,
so too that seventh king will come in false signs and will be hidden
and cloaked on account of the similitude of spiritual justice, so
that there are scarcely a few who will be able to recognize that he
is the Antichrist. On account of this, even the elect will be led into
error, if it is able to be done.]17
As Richard Emmerson and Ronald Herzman argue, this passage suggests
that the final conflict will emerge when the Antichrist appears as a man:
“Thus, given the fact that Christ first came to the world as man…it is not
surprising that in the future Satan will first appear as a man—Antichrist—
and then again just before Doomsday.”18 Joachim delineates the vigilance
which humanity must practice lest they are duped by one who appears
among them. He concentrates on the threat of the Antichrist through the
contamination and corruption of Christians; as the profusion of error and
falsehood undermines the stability of the Church, the Antichrist’s evil mission will seduce the faithful from their God. If even the elect may be led
astray through falseness, if the words of the false prophets through their
leader the Antichrist may succeed in blinding the holy, the end and God’s
judgment will appear.19
Joachim of Fiore’s vision of the Antichrist’s threat through falsehood
resonates in an English Wycliffite sermon on John 10:11–18: “Ego sum
17Joachim of Fiore, Il Libro delle figure dell’abate Gioachino da Fiore, ed. Leone Tondelli, Marjorie Reeves, and Beatrice Hirsch-Reich, 2d ed. (Turin: Società Editrice Internazionale, 1953), 2, sec. 14. My translation.
18Richard K. Emmerson and Ronald B. Herzman, The Apocalyptic Imagination in
Medieval Literature (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992), 12.
19Though both centuries and geography separate Joachim of Fiore from the fourteenth-century English writers and insurrectionists, ample evidence exists that Joachim’s
writings were known directly in late medieval England. See Morton Bloomfield, “Piers Plowman” as a Fourteenth Century Apocalypse (Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1961),
157–60.
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pastor bonus.” In this passage, the reform-minded Wycliffite author
stresses Jesus’ goodness as a shepherd, the Antichrist’s dissemination of
false doctrine, and the sinfulness of Christians who do not live in charity.
The author couches his social critique both of England’s economic caste
system and of the failure of the Church to help the poor in terms of his
eschatological concerns with the Antichrist:
For [as] Crist puttith wijsly his owne lijf for hise scheep, so anticrist puttith proudli many lyues for his foule lijf.… And thus
seemen oure religious to be exempt fro charite, for, nede a man
neuere so moche to haue help of suche goodis, the if thei han
stoones or othir iewels that harmen hem, thei wole not gyue
suche goodis ne value of hem to helpe her britheren, ne cesse to
anoie hemsilf in bildinge of highe housis, ne to gadere suche
veyne goodis if it do harm to her britheren. Suche auarous men
ben fer from maners of a good heerd.20
The Antichrist leads men astray, but it is his followers who receive the
brunt of the author’s opprobrium. The lack of Christian charity and the
selfish hoarding of goods lead Christians from their God as they fall to the
sinful shepherding of the Antichrist. As we shall see, these thematics
resound throughout the writings of the Peasants’ Revolt. Casting the rich
and powerful as poor shepherds under the Antichrist’s sway, the writers of
the rebellious literature assert their own right to tend Christ’s flock and
metaphorically to assume the role of the shepherd.
To medieval thought, such a revising of the social order necessitated
apocalyptic change. As Morton Bloomfield argues, “Social thinking on the
subject of perfection, above all in the fourteenth century, had to be apocalyptic. The transcendence of society to a new level was thought by many
to be the only way out of the crushing dilemmas.”21 To cure the ills of
corrupt society, God’s apocalyptic power is summoned, the result of
which, as Matthew 25:45 makes clear, will be salvation or damnation. Salvation and damnation are twin themes of eschatological thought, and the
authors who employ these themes in the rebellious literature dispense
God’s mercy or judgment to others in light of the treatment which the
lower classes in need of Christian charity receive from them. As Kathryn
Kerby-Fulton argues in her consideration of religious reform and Piers
Plowman, apocalyptic reformers typically address “an overwhelming concern with Church reform and the question of renewal: can there be a

20Anne Hudson, ed. Selections from English Wycliffite Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 65. I have substituted modern orthographic counterparts for
thorn and yogh in citations of Middle English.
21Bloomfield, Piers Plowman, 104.
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renewal of the Christian Church or is it already too late?”22 Likewise, secular reformers summon God’s judgment, threatening English society with
heavenly destruction if its citizens cannot redeem themselves immediately.
PROTEST POEMS PRIOR TO THE PEASANTS’ REVOLT OF 1381
The prerebellion poems which are investigated in this paper—“The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston” (ca. 1305–7), “The Song of the Husbandman” (ca. 1300–40), “The Simonie” (also known as “On the Evil Times
of Edward II,” ca. 1325), and “The Song against the King’s Taxes” (ca.
1311–40)—argue with the tropes and imagery of eschatology for a radical
change in the social structure.23 They upbraid the rich and powerful while
extolling the poor and exploited, and the might of God is called upon to
bring an end to the unjust and oppressive times which the peasants must
endure. Two of the poems, “The Song of the Husbandman” and “The
Simonie,” are written in vernacular English, and their very language thus
stands as a radical poetic posturing. Rossell Robbins observes, “In certain
respects Middle English literature itself, by its very existence, advocated
dissent. It is in the vernacular. To break away from Latin or French and use
English was a major act of rebellion.”24 In addition to a consideration of
these vernacular lyrics, I will also address antiauthoritarian verse penned in
Anglo-Norman (“The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston”) and in macaronic
Anglo-Norman/Latin (“The Song against the King’s Taxes”), as authors
of the rebellious literature could still effectively voice protest in the dominant tongues. The appropriation of literacy—in English, Anglo-Norman,
and Latin—by the peasants and those who supported them signaled a
massive restructuring of literacy’s signification: writing would no longer
be the exclusive province of the elite. As Nicholas Watson notes, “[F]rom
the 1350s on, as the use of French declined and as lay interest in religious
writing in English began its rapid rise, writing in the ‘mother tongue’
increasingly implied writing for an indeterminate and socially mixed group
22Kathryn Kerby-Fulton, Reformist Apocalypticism and “Piers Plowman” (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 4.
23The poems were collected by the nineteenth-century antiquarian Thomas Wright,
who published them in the collection, The Political Songs of England, from King John to That
of Edward II (London: The Camden Society, 1839). The poems have recently been re-edited
in Peter Coss, ed., Thomas Wright’s Political Songs of England, from the Reign of John to That
of Edward II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). For the dating of “The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston,” see Coss, xlvi–xlvii; for the dating of “The Song of the Husbandman,” see Coss, lii; for the dating of “The Song against the King’s Taxes,” see Coss, liv;
for the dating of “The Simonie,” see Derek Pearsall, “The Timelessness of ‘The Simonie,’”
in Individuality and Achievement in Middle English Poetry, ed. O. S. Pickering (Suffolk: D.S.
Brewer, 1997), 59.
24Rossell Hope Robbins, “Dissent in Middle English Literature: The Spirit of (Thirteen) Seventy-Six,” Medievalia et Humanistica 9 (1979): 40.
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who had in common only the fact that they were not literati.”25 The
threat of the poems to the prevailing ideological structures would have
been less if all the poems were written in the vernacular English; by voicing
dissent in all three tongues, the dissenters express their ease and fluency
with multiple levels of language and, therefore, their rights to more privileges than had hitherto been accorded their estate.
An eschatological concern with falseness is virtually omnipresent in
the rebellious literature, and these poems highlight the rampant spread of
falseness throughout England and its dire consequences for the poor and
powerless.26 “The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston” offers a vituperative
attack on the traillebaston commissions, special delegations composed of
justices organized in five circuits whose jurisdiction included all of
England and whose responsibility was to hear cases concerning disruptions of the general peace.27 The speaker of the poem laments the corruption of the traillebastons as he describes how he was improperly indicted:
“Mès le male doseynes, dount Dieu n’eit jà pieté! / Parmi lur fauce
bouches me ount enditée” [But the bad idlers, on whom may God have

25Nicholas Watson, “Censorship and Cultural Change in Late-Medieval England: Vernacular Theology, the Oxford Translation Debate, and Arundel’s Constitution of 1409,”
Speculum 70 (1995): 838.
26Perhaps it is wise to warn the reader that my explication of these poems runs counter
to the opinions of several distinguished critics. Pearsall, “Timelessness,” for example, argues
that the poets of these poems “would have been horrified to find people responding to their
litany of ‘protest’ by acting to remove the abuses they described, as Langland was horrified
to find the rebels of 1381, in the Letters of John Ball, using the name of the hero of his poem
as the watchword of insurgency” (65). In his opinion, these poems are formulaic laments
about the fallen nature of humanity. Though such an argument is compelling in its focus on
the rhetorical ploys of the authors, I hope to demonstrate that the combination of eschatology and insurgent literacy provides these poems with an immediacy that was pivotal to the
insurrectionists. If Pearsall is correct, however, and the poems were misread in terms of
authorial intention, such a misreading nevertheless constitutes quite an act of assertive literacy. And as Richard Green notes in reference to John Ball’s letters, the interpretations of conventions can change drastically over time: “There is after all the possibility that Ball’s letters
are indeed entirely conventional, but that for some reason their very conventions, however
pacific in origin, had become inflammatory by 1381.” Richard Firth Green, “John Ball’s Letters: Literary History and Historical Literature,” in Chaucer’s England: Literature in Historical Context, ed. Barbara A. Hanawalt (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992),
189.
27The traillebastons were created due to the failure of the eyre system, but they quickly
became mired in corruption as they converted judicial authority into a manipulative tactic for
use in wranglings over community power and politics. The degeneration of the traillebaston
commissions must have happened remarkably soon after their conception: the ordinance of
traillebaston, which authorized the commissions, was established in 1305, and “The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston,” which condemned them, appeared sometime between 1305
and 1307. Since the poem had to have been penned after the genesis of the traillebaston
commissions, it appears that these courts were corrupt virtually from their very inception.
For more information on the traillebaston commission, see Alan Harding’s “The Revolt
against the Justices,” in The English Rising of 1381, 165–93.
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no pity! / with their false mouths have indited me] (232).28 The narrator’s criticism of the corruption and falseness of the governing officials
segues into his concern with preserving himself from such corruptive falseness. He then describes the edenic world of the forest to which he has
escaped as a refuge from the duplicity of the political realm: “Pur ce me
tendroi antre bois sur le jolyf umbray; / Là n’y a fauceté ne nulle male lay;
/ En le bois de Belregard” [For this cause I will keep myself among the
woods, in the beautiful shade—where there is no falseness and no bad law
/ —in the wood of Beauregard] (232). The speaker positions himself in a
utopian escape from worldly falseness where he will be free from God’s
wrath, where no “bad law” can touch him. Should God’s anger fall on
those purveyors of falsehood from whom he flees, he will be safely secure
from the righteous punishment.
“The Song of the Husbandman” and “The Simonie” both identify
falseness as a key downfall of English society. The poet of “The Song of
the Husbandman,” bewailing the hardships of the farmer, denounces the
falseness both of the lords and of the members of the religious orders for
their complicity in the husbandman’s plight. The narrator specifically links
the crimes of the other estates to falseness as he states that “Thus wil
walketh in lond, and wondred ys wene / Falsshipe fatteth and marreth
wyth myht” (150). The contrast between the hunger of the famine and
the falsehood which fattens the mighty looms as a visual critique of an
immoral England. With falseness as a contributing cause to the hunger
and famine of the poor, the author’s scathing criticism of the social system
stands as a call to action. “The Simonie”’s critique of falseness similarly
locates it in the powerful, first in the religious orders:
God greteth wel the clergie, and seith theih don amis,
And doth hem to understonde that litel treuthe ther is;
For at the court of Rome, ther treuthe sholde biginne,
Him is forboden the paleis, dar he noht com therinne. (324)
The reign of falseness among the clergy precludes the presence of the
truth. Developing this point of his poetic argument, the poet then depicts
truth as not only forbidden in Rome, but as dead, should it attempt to
reside there: “If treuth come amonges [the papal court], that he shal be
ded” (324). Falseness appears not only in the clergy, as it is also evident in
the description of an adulterous man who seeks to divorce his wife: “And
bringge tweye false wid him and him self the thridde, / And he shal ben
to-parted so faire as he wole bidde / from his wif” (332). False physicians
28Rather than cite the line numbers of the poetry which I quote, I provide the page
numbers from Wright’s and Coss’s editions because they do not provide the line numbers for
most of the poems. For consistency, I retain the practice for all literary quotations I use in
this essay, including those from Justice and Robbins.
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(“thise false fisiciens that helpen men to die” [333]) and false squires who
pronounce false oaths (“But sholde he for everi fals uth lese kirtel or kote,
/ I leve, / He sholde stonde starc naked twye o day or eve” [335–36])
also inhabit the falsehood-ridden landscape. The theme of falseness then
appears as a general lament which foreshadows God’s justice: “For falsnesse is so fer forrth over al the londe i-sprunge, / That wel neih nis no
treuthe in hond, ne in tunge, / ne in herte; / And tharfore nis no wonder
thouh al the world it smerte” (339–40). The poet has delineated the pervasive spread of falseness in religion, man, and the world; next falseness
appears as encompassing all of England: “Ac certes Engelond is shent
thurw falsnesse and thurw pride” (344). Clearly, the poet considers falseness a major abuse of the times, an abuse which, as we will see, he believes
needs to be forcefully corrected.
The poets establish the return to truth from falseness as one of their
prime objectives. In order to speak against the prevalent falsehood of
England, the narrator of “The Simonie” positions himself as the voice of
truth in the midst of chaos as the explicator of God’s wrath:
Whii werre and wrake in londe and manslauht is i-come,
Whii hungger and derthe on eorthe the pore hath undernome,
Whii bestes ben thus storve, whii corn hath ben so dere,
Ye that wolen abide, listneth and ye muwen here
the skile.
I nelle liyen for no man. (323–24)
After establishing himself as the voice of truth against the miasma of falsehood, the narrator begins a catalogue of the abuses against the poor committed by lords, Church officials, justices, physicians, and lawyers. An
eschatological falseness reveals itself as an indicator of the world’s fallen
state. The war, death, hunger, and famine which have plagued England are
revealed to be God’s punishment of the false, and this author presents
himself as a spokesman of truth in the war against the false. Likewise, the
author of the “Song against the King’s Taxes” beseeches God to stop the
spread of error: “Dieu pur soun seintime noun, confundat errores” [May
God, for the sake of his holy name, confound errors] (187). The prayer for
the end of falsehood and error comes immediately before a call for God’s
vengeance against evil. Clearly, such falsehood and abuse must leave
English society.
The poets do not hesitate to call forth God’s judgment upon the
spreaders of falsehood whose actions they lament. The narrator of “The
Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston,” running from the traillebastons because
he does not trust them to mete out true justice, calls God’s curse upon the
courts’ creators and warns of impending war:
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Si Dieu ne prenge garde, je quy que sourdra guere.
Ce sunt les articles de Trayllebastoun
Salve le roi meismes, de Dieu eit maleysoun
Qe a de primes graunta tiel commissioun!
Quar en ascuns des pointz n’est mie resoun.
[If God does not avert it, I think that there will arise war. / It is
the articles of Traillebaston; / Except the king himself, may he
have God’s curse— / whoever first granted such a commission! /
For there is little reason in any of the points of it.] (231)
Despite a gesture to the safety of the king, the eschatological themes of
God’s curse of his enemies and the approach of war warn of the dire aftermath stemming from the corrupt governmental processes. Though the
author places the authority of God’s curse within the rightful power of the
divine, war rests in human hands. The lines concentrate on God’s power,
but the possibility of war reveals a veiled threat of a very human revenge
and retaliation.
As previously mentioned, famine is an eschatological sign of God’s
wrath, and it appears as the punishment for humankind’s sins in “The
Song of the Husbandman” and “The Simonie.” The former poem begins
with a description of the suffering throughout the land due to the dearth
of grain: “Ich herde men upo mold make muche mon, / Hou he beth itened of here tilyynge, / Gode yeres and corn bothe beth a-gon” (149).
Likewise, “The Simonie” limns a causal connection between famine and
God’s punishment: “Tho sente God on eorthe another derthe of corn, /
That spradde over al Engelond bothe north and south” (342). The
poem’s lyric speaker declares that God’s wrath is for all humanity, but he
emphasizes throughout the poem how the clerics and government officials
have provoked God’s anger. The vision of medieval England in the poem
is that of a society which must reform or face God’s judgment; as the poet
declares, “That God wole for-don the world we muwe be sore agaste”
(344). The verse’s depiction of life in England stresses the necessity of
reform in order to avoid God’s wrathful judgment; by emphasizing the
falsehoods which contaminate the powerful and the ostensibly religious
leaders of England, the poet’s calls for God’s purifying but fatal intervention appear a reasoned response to a society gone awry.
The author of “The Song against the King’s Taxes” likewise employs
apocalyptic rhetoric throughout the poem in references to the flouting of
God’s will, God’s justice, and the impending war, all signs of God’s eschatological judgment. The rich and powerful shirk their responsibilities, and
this sinfulness, in the poet’s view, is opposed to God’s vision of how his
world should be in which the rich and powerful should assist those with
less: “Rien greve les grantz graunter regi sic tributum; / Les simples
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deyvent tot doner, contra Dei nutum” [It is no trouble to the great thus
to grant to the king a tax; / The simple must pay it all, which is contrary
to God’s will] (184). The judgment which God passes on the rich will
result in their dismissal from his grace:
Je voy en siècle qu’ore court gentes superbire,
D’autre biens tenir grant court, quod cito vult transire.
Quant vendra le haut juggement, magna dies iræ,
S’il ne facent amendement, tunc debent perire.
Rex dicit reprobis, “ite:”—“venite,” probis.
[I see at the present day how people are proud, / With other people’s good they hold great court, which will quickly pass. / When
the high judgment comes, the great day of wrath, / Unless they
make atonement, they must then perish. / The King [of Heaven]
says to the bad, “Go:” to the good, “Come.”] (185)
Despite the separation between the narrator and the lower (and, in the
future, rebellious) classes, the use of eschatological discourse exhibits an
understanding of the potential results—rebellion and warfare—of the
social injustices of the contemporary political situation in fourteenth-century England. These inequalities then become the basis alternately for
God’s damnation of the unjust and salvation of the wronged.
God’s eschatological judgment, though presented in the above quotations as within his divine power, is at times accorded to the common
people. In “The Song of the Husbandman,” the emphasis on the falseness
both of the lords and of the members of religious orders becomes in the
closing lines of the poem a call for men to take arms against their oppressors: “Ther wakeneth in the world wondred ant wee, / Ase god is
swynden anon as so for te swynke” [There wakens in the world wonder
and woe, / It is as good to strike as so to labor] (152).29 Through the
employment of biblical eschatology, “The Song of the Husbandman” suggests a fitting punishment for the mighty who rule with falsehood. In the
antiauthoritarian discourse of the poem, the use of eschatological tropes
cogently argues for retribution against those who have privileged themselves at the expense of others. Similarly, “The Song against the King’s
Taxes” recognizes that the common people have been mistreated and that
they may avenge themselves against their rulers. This poem is not written

29My translation. Though Wright translates the last line of “The Song of the Husbandman” as “As good is to perish at once as so to labour,” I believe that the line actually suggests, not resigned suffering, but radical anger. The word “swynden” is the basis of our
interpretational differences: Wright translates it as “to perish,” but I follow the Middle
English Dictionary and translate its meaning as “to beat, strike, thrash” or “to cut or strike
through a body.”
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from the perspective of a participant in the Peasants’ Rebellion; rather, the
narrator of this poem explicitly states his fear of such a course of events:
“Je me doute, s’ils ussent chief, quod vellent levare. / Sæpe facit stultas
gentes vacuata facultas” [I fear, if they had a leader, they would rise in
rebellion. / Loss of property often makes people fools] (186). Clearly, the
use of the third person plural pronoun rather than the first person plural
indicates that the narrator does not see himself as a member of the potential rebellion of which he speaks. Nevertheless, the narrator is sympathetic
to the condition of the exploited poor and blames the situation, not on the
king, but on his false counselors, as he prays “Rex ut salvetur, falsis maledictio detur” [In order that the king may prosper, may his false advisors be
accursed] (182). Though this poem is written from the viewpoint of one
who does not want rebellion, the sympathies expressed explicitly side with
the oppressed poor who have fallen prey to the falseness prevalent in the
world, a falseness which only the hand of God can rectify; the recognition
that the poor may take up arms against the rich fulfills the poet’s realization that the king’s false counselors have led the kingdom astray.
The eschatological tropes evident in these poems should not be seen
as discrete or divorced from the topic of literacy. Following Steven Justice’s lead, I consider these poems to be examples of what he terms “assertive literacy”—writings which by their very existence advocate a revising of
the social structure. Two of these poems, “The Simonie” and “The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston,” present radical revisions of the meaning and
power of literacy and then criticize the power of literacy to serve the rich
and powerful. The author of “The Simonie” links his concern with falseness to abuses of literacy. Though reading, and especially reading the
Bible, should be a means for spreading Christian charity, the poet portrays
the priesthood squandering their gift of literacy: “No more wot a lewed
prest in boke what he rat / bi day. / Thanne is a lewed prest no betir than
a jay” (328). The poet’s concern for literacy links the eschatological thematics with the abuses of reading. The poet has already indicted the priesthood as purveyors of falsehood; by condemning the reading habits of the
religious estate as well, the authors suggests that the priesthood abuses
their literacy. If powerful and ostensibly holy clerics read sinfully, the poet
asks, who is to employ literacy for the good of the English people?
“The Outlaw’s Song of Traillebaston” offers a radical revision of literacy in England when the author hints that the peasants of England will be
able to read the poem for themselves. As the speaker flees the falseness and
hypocrisy of the traillebaston judges, he threatens them with revenge
while inviting others to join him in his refuge from injustice. The speaker
underscores that his invitation lies open to those with the power of literacy, as they will be the ones most hunted by the government intent on
imprisoning such persons:
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Vus qy estes endité, je lou, venez à moy,
Al vert bois de Belregard, là n’y a nul ploy,
Forque beste savage e jolyf umbroy;
Car trop est dotouse la commune loy.
Si tu sachez de lettrure, e estes coroucé,
Devaunt les justices serrez appellée.
[You who are indited, I advise you, come to me, / To the green
wood of Beauregard, there where there is no plea, / Except wild
beast and beautiful shade; / For the common law is too much to
be feared. / If thou knowest letters, and art enraged, / Thou shalt
be called before the justices.] (234; emphasis added)

The last two lines of this passage suggest a literate and angry faction which
could flee from the authority of the traillebastons and join the speaker in
exile. Significantly, these motifs adumbrating literacy continue in the closing lines of the song in which the narrator declares “Escrit estoit en
parchemyn pur mout remenbrer, / E gitté en haut chemyn, qe um le dust
trover” [{This rhyme} was written on parchment to be better remembered
/ And cast in the highway, that people may find it] (236). Though Coss
prudently warns that “we should not take this [passage] literally,”30 the
poet nonetheless seems to imagine a large number of literate compatriots
as he depicts his narrator hoping that the text will be seen by other likeminded people. Perhaps we should envision these lines to suggest that the
poem was posted in the manner of a broadside, an act which would again
dovetail with Justice’s conception of assertive literacy. The obvious corollary assumption is that those who find the poem will either be able to read
it themselves or to find someone who can read it to them. The poem
implies that sufficient literacy exists for the author’s message to be understood and further disseminated throughout the countryside in order to
gather the people against the authority of the traillebastons. The poem
delivers its message of discontent with the prevailing social order through
both its eschatological discourse and its awareness of the availability of literate sympathizers to its message.
JOHN BALL’S LETTERS AND THE PEASANTS’ REVOLT OF 1381
John Ball, the clerical leader of the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, and his confederates appropriated literacy and eschatological thematics in their assault
upon the power structures of fourteenth-century England with Ball’s six
rebellious “letters” advocating the revolt. The continuity of thought
between the prerebellion writers and their counterparts who actually par30Coss,

Thomas Wright’s Political Songs, lxii.
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ticipated in the uprising is clearly found in Ball’s revolutionary jingle of
social unrest: “When Adam delved and Eve span / Who was then the gentleman?” Ball’s lyric is heavily indebted to a verse often erroneously
ascribed to Richard Rolle:31
When Adam delf & Eue span, spir, if thou wil spede,
Whare was than the pride of man that now merres his mede?
With I and E, syker thou be, thare es nane, I the hete,
Of al thi kyth, wold slepe the with, a night schete.32
Both Ball and the lyric’s author demonstrate in their teachings an eschatological belief in the fallen state of England, though the anonymous poet
locates the source of the problem in humankind’s pride, whereas Ball
locates it in social inequalities. Both men, however, look to an edenic past
(ignoring Adam and Eve’s dramatic fall from grace) for a model of a
proper fourteenth-century Christian community. As Nick Ronan comments, “the ideology of the Rising [exhibits] an attitude to the
past…described as ‘retrospective radicalism’ in that it aims to recreate an
idealized past rather than design a utopian future.”33 The golden age of
the past offers freedom from humankind’s fallen nature, and this vision of
democratic liberty allows Ball to envision a world free from the eschatological threats which he warns the leaders of his day that England faces.
The rampant spread of falsehood is an eschatological theme found frequently in the six letters. Jack Trueman’s epistle warns of the ubiquity of
untruth and the prevalence of guile: “falsnes and gyle havith regned to
longe & trewthe. hat bene sette under a lokke. and fal[s]nes regneth in
euerylk flokke.”34 The concern with falseness in the flocks runs parallel to
the Wycliffite sermon quoted above in which the Antichrist appears alongside those sinners uncharitable to their neighbors. Ball describes the threat
of falseness in similar terms, urging his followers to unite against error:
“bee war of gyle in borugh and stondeth [togidere] in godes name” (14–
15). The rebels believe England has become corrupt under a torrent of
deception; the leaders of the country have led it into a state of depravity in
which truth has vanished from the land. Reform—and violent reform, if
necessary—is consequently depicted as the only escape from England’s
corrupt state.
John Ball suggests in his second letter that the proper response to the
falseness and injustice rampant throughout England is a just and righteous
31See Hope Emily Allen, Writing Ascribed to Richard Rolle, Hermit of Hampole, and
Materials for His Biography (New York: Modern Language Association, 1927), 296.
32Allen, Writing Ascribed to Richard Rolle, 296.
33 Nick Ronan, “1381: Writing in Revolt: Signs of Confederacy in the Chronicle
Accounts of the English Rising,” Forum for Modern Language Studies 25 (1989): 310.
34I employ Steven Justice’s edition of John Ball and his confederate’s letters (Writing
and Rebellion, 13).
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anger. The only one of the Seven Deadly Sins whose presence in England
he does not bemoan in this epistle, anger is thus privileged as an appropriate response to bad leadership: “Nowe regneth pride in pris. and couetys
is hold wys. and lecherye with [outen shame] and glotonye withouten
blame. Enuye regnith with tresone. and slouthe is take in grete sesone”
(14). The absence of anger in the catalog of sin is intriguing and suggests
that, for Ball, anger is a justifiable response to the spread of falseness
throughout the land. God’s judgment and wrath will punish those who
have corrupted the world, and the peasants will appropriate the role of
God’s anger for themselves by taking up arms against the purveyors of
falsehood in the other estates.35
The writers of these letters believe that God’s judgment is coming and
the end is near. The God of Ball’s letters is shown helping the cause of
rebellion. Jack Trueman’s and Ball’s second letter both state “god do bote
for nowe is tyme,” and Jack Carter declares in his letter that “[Ye] haue
gret nede to take god with yowe in alle youre dedes. ffor now is tyme to
be ware” (13). Figuring the justice of the biblical past against the injustices
of contemporary England, Ball aligns God on the side of the poor and
calls his might against the rich. The rebellionists, like the poets of the prerebellion poetry, bestow upon themselves the power of God’s judgment
and depict themselves as the instruments of the eschatological judgment.
Jack Carter’s letter states “that ye make a gode ende. of that ye haue
begunnen…for at the euen men hery[e]th the day. ffor if the end be wele.
than is alle wele” (13). The epistle stresses that only at the end of an event
can it be judged, and if it ends well, all is fine. Since their objective is nothing less than the overthrow of the current socioeconomic order, the epistle
argues for a dramatic reversal of the prevailing social structure. John Ball’s
first letter makes a supplication to the divine through Mary to Jesus for
God’s intervention in the end: “Nowe is tyme lady helpe to ihesus thi
sone. and thi sone to his fadur. to mak a gode ende” (14). The rebels
depict their rejection of contemporary society in words which illustrate its
imminent demise; the repeated emphasis upon the world’s end alludes to
35David Fowler sees in John Ball’s allusion to six of the Seven Deadly Sins a reference
to the A text (2.57–71) of Piers Plowman, which also omits wrath in a similar catalog. David
Fowler, “Star Gazing: Piers Plowman and the Peasants’ Revolt,” Review 18 (1996): 1–30.
The question of which text of Piers Plowman the writers of the rebellion were responding to
is an intriguing one: Steven Justice bases his argument about rebellious appropriations of literacy on the assumption that the insurrectionists read and resignified Piers Plowman’s B text
into a politically radical text. Fowler contends that the rebellious writers based their words on
the A text before the rewrites of the B text; he concludes that the A text expresses radical
thought congruous to that of the rebellionists: “The A text was written by an angry man, and
the ideology that drives him is an almost perfect match for that of John Ball” (7–8). Whether
John Ball’s catalog of six of the Seven Deadly Sins is a direct allusion to Piers Plowman or not,
the author’s decision to omit anger, not to replace it with its fellow failings, likewise argues
through absence that its force is needed and appropriate for the rebellion.
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their hopes for a fitting conclusion both to their own struggles and to the
unjust society which engendered such adversities.
Though less dramatic than the peasants’ appropriation of God’s anger
for their cause, the letters of John Ball also demonstrate the usurpation of
literature for the purposes of the rebellion, and, again, we see the conflation of eschatology and literacy. William Langland’s Piers Plowman was
skillfully adapted for rebellious purposes in the insurrectionists’ letters,
and that they read and wrote about the text stands as an important act of
self-definition against the dominant and more literate caste. The conventional understanding of the interaction of the rebellionists and Piers Plowman is that they resignified Piers Plowman’s B text into a declaration of
radical change; as Lindsay and Grove argue, “Although he wrote of a peasant-saint and was quoted by the revolutionaries, Langland was himself no
revolutionary, he was a reformer. Yet he became a battle cry to John Ball,
that man of action.”36 David Fowler, however, convincingly concludes
that the insurrectionists read the more radical A text.37 Whichever text the
insurrectionists read, the writings of the revolt, radical in their very existence in the vernacular, become even more volatile through their exploitation of literature. Conscripting Langland to galvanize public support for
the rebellion, the authors assert a reading of Piers Plowman which stresses
their familiarity with the world of letters through its allusions to a recent
and recognizable literary figure. Both letters which refer to Piers Plowman—Jack Carter’s and John Ball’s third—treat him as a kindred spirit to
the insurrectionists: Jack Carter’s epistle requests “lat peres the plowman
my brothur. dwelle at home and dyght vs corne.” Likewise, John Ball’s
third letter considers Piers Plowman a confederate to the cause as its
author commands the malcontents to “stondeth [togidere] in godes
name. and biddeth Peres ploughman. go to his werk” (15). The letters
transform a literary figure into a propagandistic representative of their
cause and then surround him with eschatological thought. The Piers
Plowman that the aristocratic orders know has been metamorphosed into
the emblem of their enemies, and this new figure of Piers Plowman is yet
another of the multitude who call for God’s judgment and vengeance
upon the unjust.38

36Philip Lindsay and Reg Groves, The Peasants’ Revolt (London: Hutchison and Co.,
1950), 17.
37Fowler, “Star Gazing.”
38My argument concerns how John Ball and the authors of the insurrectionary letters
employ the figure of Piers Plowman rather than how Langland addresses these topics in Piers
Plowman. For an in-depth analysis of Piers Plowman and its relationship to issues of eschatology and the reform of Church and individual, see Kerby-Fulton, Reformist Apocalypticism.
See also Justice, “Piers Plowman and the Rising” in Writing and Rebellion, for further consideration of the peasants’ appropriation of Langland’s protagonist.
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THE POETIC AFTERMATH OF THE PEASANTS’ REVOLT OF 1381

After the rebellion ended unsuccessfully, poets continued their use of
eschatological themes in their considerations of English society, though
now such reformist thought could be directed at the defeated insurrectionists. The poems “On the Evil State of England” (1381), “The Course
of the Revolt” (1381), “The Insurrection and the Earthquake” (1382),
and “The Complaint of the Plowman” (ca. 1391–94) present a picture of
a conflicted English society in which the reigning power structures have
regained control of the land; nevertheless, the class inequities and abuses
of power still provoke dissension and dissatisfaction among the lower
classes.
“On the Evil State of England” and “The Course of the Revolt” argue
for a return to a prerebellion England as they detail the execution of the
insurrectionists. “On the Evil State of England” depicts the very real fate
of the rebellionists in its argument for humankind to refrain from such disruptions to English society:
Man be ware and be no fool:
Thenke apon the ax, and of the stool!
The stool was hard, the ax was scharp,
The iiij yere of kyng Richard.39
The peasants’ cry to the rich to “be ware,” evident in Jack Carter’s and
John Ball’s letters, is now turned against them and subsequently carries a
reminder of the execution of their allies. The image of the sharp ax recalls
the fate of those who fought against England’s economic caste system.
“The Course of the Revolt” depicts the execution of Jack Straw, the rector
of Fobbing and one of the priests who participated actively in the rising.
The macaronic poem calls for revenge upon sinners: “Vengeaunce nedes
most fall, / propter peccata malorum” [Vengeance needs must fall, / On
account of the sins of the bad].40 The sinners whom the poet condemns
are those who rebelled, and he closes the poem with the death of Jack
Straw (“Iak straw dovn they cast”) and a petition to God on behalf of the
king (“god, as thou may best, / Regem defende, guberna” [God, as You
may best, / Defend the king, Ruler]). According to the poet, the insurrectionists deserved death: “Deth was ther dewe dett.”41 The poet employs
an eschatological view of God’s judgment to argue for the rightness of the
executions of the rebelling clerics and peasants.

39Rossell Hope Robbins, ed., Historical Poems of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1959), 54.
40Robbins, Historical Poems, 56. My translation.
41Robbins, Historical Poems, 57.
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The discourse of “The Insurrection and the Earthquake” makes
repeated use of eschatological themes to warn the English people against
their sinfulness, of which the rebellion is signified as God’s punishment.
The poet believes that “[t]he Rysing of the comuynes in londe / The pestilens, and the eorthe-quake” are “tokenes [of] the grete vengaunce &
wrake / That schulde falle for synnes sake.” The Peasants’ Rebellion is
thus linked to natural disasters as a sign of God’s impending judgment on
the waywardness of the English people. Furthermore, the earthquake is
specifically linked to the sin of falseness: “The Meuyng of this eorthe,…/
A pure verrey toknying hit is, / That Mennes hertes ben chaungable; /
And that to falsed thei ben most Abul, / ffor with good feith wol we not
fare.” The poet argues that falsehood is a sin subject to God’s punishment,
a punishment meted out by both the rebellion itself and the earthquake.
The answer to this problematic falseness, however, is the knowledge of the
clerks:
The Rysing of the comuynes in londe,
The Pestilens, and the eorthe-quake—
Theose threo thinges, I vnderstonde,
Beo-tokenes the grete vengaunce & wrake
That schulde falle for synnes sake,
As this Clerkes conne de-clare.42
In direct contrast to the critique of priestly learning in “The Simonie,” the
author locates temporal authority in the clerks; their knowledge is privileged as the locus of proper judgment against the rebellious classes.43 The
eschatological theme of God’s vengeance looms over those who would
rebel against this estate, though now both the power of literacy and the
hope of reform are placed in the hands of the clerical, rather than the peasant, estate.
“The Complaint of the Plowman” delivers a condemnation of
churchly abuses in contrast to the proclerical argument of “The Insurrection and the Earthquake.” The narrator of the poem witnesses a dialogue
between a griffin and a pelican, an allegorical representation of Christ. The
pelican and the narrator lament the abuses and falsehoods of the priestly
caste, the narrator declaring that the clerics serve the Antichrist:
Antichrist these [priests] serve all.
I praie thee who may say naie?
With Antichrist soch shull fall,
42Robbins, Historical Poems, 59.
43Of course, I have shown that rebellious

clerics participated in just such disruptions
which the author of this poem upbraids; however, nothing in “The Insurrection and the
Earthquake” suggests that radical clerics are the ones the author has in mind.
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They followen him in deede and faie;
They serven him in rich arraie,
To serve Christ such falsely fain.
What, at the dreadfull domes-day
Shull they not folowe him to pain?44

Linking the priests to the Antichrist, the narrator envisions their eternal
suffering on Judgment Day. The eschatological force of the passage condemns those who serve falsehood rather than Christ’s truth. Also apparent
in the passage is an excoriation of the rich pageantry (“in rich arraie”) of
the Church, in that money which could help the poor is wasted on pomp.
Though “The Complaint of the Plowman” demonstrates that verse
could still be used to voice critique, “The Insurrection and the Earthquake,” decidedly not written by a participant in the rebellion, warns its
audience of the dangers of disrupting English society. The warning to “Be
ware” of God’s final judgment is repeated in the last line of all eleven stanzas of the poem, and the final stanza heightens this rhetorical effect by
stressing the words six times in eight lines:
Be war, for I con sey no more,
Be war for vengauns of trespas,
Be war and thenk vppon this lore!
Be war of this sodeyn cas;
And yit Be war while we haue spas,
And thonke that child that Marie bare,
Of his gret godnesse and his gras,
Send vs such warnyng to be ware.45
The poet warns the citizens of England to beware of more punishments
like the rebellion and the earthquake; if they do not reform, God’s judgment will return. The rebellion, emphasized by the poem’s very title, is
signified as a sign of God’s displeasure, and, in order to avoid further
divine reproaches, the poet urges the aristocracy to reform themselves:
“But that god thoughte yit sumdel / That lordes schulde [God’s] lordschup feel, / And of heore lordschipe make hem bare.”46 The lords, the
objects of the peasants’ wrath, are not free from recrimination; according
to this author, their actions led to the rebellion.
Where does insurgent literacy stand after the failed Peasants’ Revolt?
Returning to “The Complaint of the Plowman,” we find intriguing
insight into this question. At the end of the poem, the narrator presents a
44Thomas Wright, Political Poems and Songs relating to English History, Composed
during the Period from the Accession of Edward III to That of Richard III (London: Longman,
Green, Longman, and Roberts, 1859), 328.
45Robbins, Historical Poems, 60.
46Robbins, Historical Poems, 58.
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disclaimer to his critique of the Church and lays the blame for any offensive material on the pelican to whose debate he was merely witness:
Therefore I pray every man,
Of my writing have me excused;
This writing writeth the pellican,
That thus these people hath despised.47
In this transparent gesture we see an author aware of the power of his
words and his literacy. Knowing that the spread of such radical condemnations of the Church could cost him everything, the poet distances himself
from his own abilities and gives credit for his work to his poetic creation.
For the author, cognizant of the possibility of unsympathetic members of
his audience, a literate pelican can voice what he dare not express directly.
Though the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381 failed in its immediate goals to
win self-determination for the peasant caste, its assumption of literacy for
the lower classes marked a watershed moment in English history. The rise
of literacy effected great changes in English society by giving the exploited
a voice in the fate of their country. In the use of this tool, disaffected poets,
clerics, and other reformers efficaciously employed eschatological discourse in order to make their argument that only a correct transformation
of English society could stave off God’s punishment. With falseness in
every flock and all flocks employing literacy to push their own agendas, the
eschatological themes of the rebellion’s poetry denote the electrifying
nature of insurgent literacy.48

47Wright, Political Poems and Songs, 345.
48I would like to thank Martha Bayless, Louise Bishop, Marshall Brown, Jim Earl, Clare

Lees, and Mavis Mate for their helpful comments on earlier drafts of this essay.
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